Real-World Outcomes Associated with a Digital Self-Care Behavioral Health Platform
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Objective: To evaluate the real-world effectiveness of managing depression on the population-level using myStrength, a digital self-care behavioral health and well-being platform.

Methods: A series of effect size calculations were undertaken to estimate the impact of myStrength on symptom burden reduction among commercially-insured adults showing signs of depression. The depression scale of the DASS was periodically administered to myStrength users to measure self-reported change in depression symptom severity.

Results: A total of 2,138 commercially-insured symptomatic adults were included in the analysis, and 1,142 of them met the criteria for clinical depression at baseline, while the rest were at risk for depression. The myStrength estimated effect size for the at-risk population was 0.66 [95% CI: 0.60, 0.73]. Narrowing the population to focus exclusively on those users meeting the threshold for clinical depression; the myStrength estimated effect size increased to 1.02 [95% CI: 0.95, 1.13]. For both groups, the majority of symptom burden reduction occurred during the first 14 days of myStrength utilization.

Conclusions: Among a real-world, commercially-insured, adult population with some degree of depression, myStrength was shown to have a comparable effect size to that of traditional psychotherapy. Depression management may benefit from expanding treatment offerings to include digital platforms.
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Introduction

The literature suggests that about one of every five adults aged 18 or older in the United States (18.5%, 43.8 million) struggled with a psychological or behavioral health condition in the past year [1]. Taking into account the natural course of depression, decades of research have shown that symptoms can last anywhere from two months to multiple years, with the average depressive episode persisting for five to six months [2]. While 70-85% of adults with depression experience periods of remission, depressive episodes can re-occur, especially among individuals with greater severity and co-occurring conditions [2,3]. According to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services-maintained National Health Expenditure Accounts, mental health concerns such as anxiety and depression are the costliest medical conditions to treat, exceeding $200 billion in 2013 [4].

Research has shown that less than half of adults dealing with behavioral health conditions seek treatment or receive adequate treatment [5]. Often those adults with the most-debilitating conditions, such as severe depression, are the ones who forgo treatment [6]. Untreated/under-treated psychological distress also carries significant direct and indirect costs associated with disability [7,8], lost workplace productivity [9], and increased total healthcare utilization and costs [10].

myStrength is an engaging and empowering self-care platform designed to help close the behavioral healthcare treatment gap [11]. Developed to fulfill unmet consumer needs, extend access, and improve outcomes, myStrength delivers evidence-based care available from anywhere 24/7/365. By making Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) available to users in a digital format, myStrength is increasing access to this well-researched and widely-adopted approach to addressing psychological distress and mental well-being [12]. CBT has even been shown to be a viable alternative to traditional face-to-face therapy.
to antidepressant medication [13]. By applying the same CBT techniques used during face-to-face therapy sessions, myStrength empowers users to become more aware of how they feel and equips them with the skills to address their behavioral health needs on their own or in conjunction with a therapist.

As both researchers and healthcare providers strive to evaluate population health interventions, such as myStrength, a combination of Randomized Controlled Trials (RCT) and real-world analyses are required to close the efficacy-effectiveness gap [14]. RCTs are the methodological “gold standard” to measure treatment efficacy, given their high internal validity, leading to precise and accurate estimates. However, studies with high internal validity often lack generalizable findings, leading to low external validity. Real-world evidence generated from observational, retrospective studies, addresses this concern by quantifying outcomes in a naturalistic setting among actual users with varying sociodemographic and clinical characteristics, and most importantly, real-world adherence rates.

myStrength has previously evaluated the efficacy of its depression program. The RCT study findings validated the platform’s favorable and rapid impact on clinical outcomes [15]. Building on those research findings, myStrength sought to evaluate the effectiveness of the depression program compared to the existing standards of care for symptom management using an effect size model. Effect size ratios normalize the impact of an intervention on a desired outcome, allowing for an “apples to apples” comparison. In this analysis, we will compare the magnitude of real-world myStrength outcomes to effect sizes reported in the literature for outpatient psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy.

When evaluating the value of new resources such as digital tools, it is important to have a benchmark for comparison for how the tool is functioning in the real world relative to the other best available options. Psychotherapy outcomes are one appropriate benchmark as we have six decades of research for comparison. A landmark summary of this research, The Great Psychotherapy Debate, published in two editions in 2001 and 2015, found that psychotherapy, measured across many clinical models of intervention involving populations at-risk of depression, achieves, on average, a large effect size of 0.8 [16]. We can also benchmark against antidepressant medication interventions, especially for populations with more severe depression where pharmacotherapy may be most effective and has been most studied.

Our first goal is to assess, in a real-world context, what effect size can be expected from myStrength for two populations: a symptomatic/treatment-recommended population and a clinical depression/treatment strongly-encouraged population. A secondary goal is to investigate average symptom improvement in relation to the length of time engaging with the myStrength platform.

Methods

This observational, longitudinal study was designed to quantify the normalized effect size achieved for commercially-insured adults using myStrength’s self-help resources. myStrength is a web and mobile-based behavioral health platform, responsive to individual users’ interests and areas of focus. Grounded in evidence-based approaches, myStrength offers a personalized population health approach to managing depression, among other behavioral health concerns, as well as to enhancing overall well-being. myStrength resources include, but are not limited to: computerized CBT programs, mood trackers, mindfulness exercises, sharing of community and personal inspirations, as well as a searchable library of over 1,600 mental health and wellness/well-being resources. myStrength users can go at their own pace and/or use the platform under the guidance of a mental health professional.

In addition to the myriad of resources available, myStrength users also complete symptom severity assessments when registering to use the platform (baseline) and are prompted to complete repeat assessments periodically over time. For the purposes of this analysis, the assessment of interest was the depression subscale score (range 0 to 42) of the Depression, Anxiety, and Stress Scale 21 (DASS). The DASS is a reliable and validated 21-question self-report scale designed to measure symptom severity [17]. Users with baseline depression scores greater than or equal to 10 were classified as having symptomatic depression that may benefit from treatment. Users with baseline depression scores exceeding 20 were deemed to meet the criteria for clinical depression where treatment would be strongly recommended.

The study population was sourced from two large, nationally-representative commercial insurers in the United States. The analysis time period spanned from January 1, 2014 to January 31, 2017. To be eligible for the study, myStrength users had to be 18 years of age or older, registered for myStrength during the study time period, and must have completed a baseline and at least one follow-up depression assessment. If users completed multiple follow-up assessments, the last depression score was analyzed.

The difference between baseline and last assessment quantified the change in symptom severity score. The effect size was calculated as the mean change in depression score divided by the pooled difference in standard deviation from baseline to last assessment (Cohen’s d).

Statistical Analysis

Data analyses were conducted using STATA v14.2 [18]. Descriptive statistics were performed to understand baseline characteristics of the study population. Variables of interest included age, gender, and myStrength usage. Cohen’s d was calculated for the entire symptomatic population and for the sub-population meeting the criteria for clinical depression. In addition, DASS depression scores were plotted by duration of use of the platform to last assessment available to look at how length of site usage impacted outcomes.

Ethics

Approval for the observational study has been reviewed and granted by Solutions IRB Institutional Review Board #2017/03/1. myStrength data storage is compliant with HIPAA guidelines.

Results

Symptomatic depression population

Of the 2,138 myStrength users identified as being symptomatic and possibly benefiting from treatment, 76.6% were female, with a mean age of 44.6 years, while the 45-54 age group represented the largest concentration of symptomatic users at 31.7% (Table 1). As shown in Table 2, these users accessed myStrength an
average of 4 times during their first 30 days of use, the period during which the most significant symptom change often occurs [15]. Over the study period, users logged in to the platform an average 11.4 times.

The baseline mean depression score was 23.4, corresponding to severe depression according to the DASS rating system (median = 22; standard deviation = 8.9). At last assessment, the average depression scores decreased to 16.5, thereby reducing depression symptoms to moderate intensity (median = 14; standard deviation = 11.8; \(p < 0.0001\)). The mean myStrength effect size for this population who would likely benefit from treatment was 0.66 \([95\% \text{ CI: } 0.60, 0.73]\).

**Clinical depression population**

Stratifying the population to focus on those users meeting the criteria for clinical depression (n=1,142), the demographic profile was largely consistent with that of the symptomatic, treatment-recommended population (Table 1). myStrength users with clinical depression exhibited similar utilization and satisfaction patterns to the total symptomatic population (Table 2).

At baseline, this subgroup met the DASS criteria for extremely severe depression, on average, with an initial depression score of 30.4 (median = 30; standard deviation = 6.2). At last assessment, the average depression scores decreased to 20.1, demonstrating even greater symptom burden reduction among users with clinical depression for whom treatment would be strongly encouraged (median = 18; standard deviation = 12.4; \(p < 0.0001\)). The mean myStrength effect size for users with likely clinical depression was 1.02 \([95\% \text{ CI: } 0.95, 1.13]\).

**Rate of improvement**

Figure 1 displays the average depression scores during the

| Table 1: Descriptive characteristics of myStrength users with some level of depression. |
|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|
| Symptomatic (n = 2,138) | Clinical Depression (n = 1,142) |
| User Count | User Count | User Count | User Count |
| Gender (Female) | 1,633 | 858 | 77.1% | 76.6% |
| Gender (Male) | 476 | 255 | 22.5% | 22.8% |
| Gender (Unspecified/Other) | 10 | 7 | 0.5% | 0.6% |
| Average Age | 2,119 | 1,130 | 44.6 years | 43.8 years |
| 18-24 | 1,128 | 52 | 3.9% | 4.6% |
| 25-34 | 392 | 242 | 18.5% | 21.4% |
| 35-44 | 500 | 252 | 23.6% | 22.3% |
| 45-54 | 672 | 342 | 31.7% | 30.3% |
| 55-64 | 432 | 216 | 20.4% | 19.1% |
| 65 and over | 41 | 26 | 1.9% | 2.3% |

| Table 2: Baseline and last assessment depression scores and myStrength utilization data. |
|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|
| Symptomatic (n = 2,138) | Clinical Depression (n = 1,142) |
| Average baseline depression score (median) | 23.4 (22.0) | 30.4 (30.0) |
| Standard deviation | 8.9 | 6.2 |
| Average last depression score (median) | 16.5 (14.0) | 20.1 (18.0) |
| Standard deviation | 11.8 | 12.4 |
| Paired t-test (mean, [95\% CI]) | 6.97, [6.48-7.45] <0.0001 | 10.24, [9.55-10.94] <0.0001 |
| Effect size (d, [95\% CI]) | 0.66, [0.60, 0.73] | 1.02, [0.95, 1.13] |
| Average logins in first 30 days | 4.0 | 4.1 |
| Average total study period logins | 11.4 | 11.5 |

\(d\) = Cohen’s d; CI = confidence interval.
study period stratified by risk population. Users were prompted to complete assessments at baseline and subsequently on or around days 14, 60, 180 and 365. Both the symptomatic and clinical depression populations experienced the most significant decrease in depression scores within the first 14 days of using the myStrength platform. For users whose last available assessments were during this period, depression scores for symptomatic users decreased an average 7 points, generally reducing their severity category to moderate. Similarly, the clinical depression population was downgraded from the severe/extremely severe categories to being on the cusp of the moderate depression range, with only two weeks of platform usage. Both populations continued to experience further reduction in symptom burden over the course of the following weeks and months, but not to the same magnitude.

Limitations

These study findings must be interpreted in the context of several limitations. Given the retrospective, observational nature of the study, the analysis was limited to the variables already collected. The statuses of potentially confounding covariates such as concurrent psychotherapy and/or antidepressant medication are unknown. However, the robust sample size is intended to minimize any heterogeneity with regard to these covariates. Building on these initial findings, future research will solicit and include concurrent behavioral health treatments to further evolve the measurement of myStrength effectiveness.

Study findings are generalizable to those myStrength users who completed a baseline and at least one follow-up depression assessment, and may not be representative of the effect experienced by more infrequent myStrength users. These parameters were not only necessary to facilitate the calculation of effect size, but were appropriate given this study’s focus on the population of active users of the myStrength platform.

The analysis universe is limited to commercially-insured adults, and therefore additional research is needed to quantify the myStrength effect size on different populations (i.e. adolescents, Medicaid and Medicare recipients).

Discussion

This observational, real-world study was designed to accomplish two main goals. The first goal was to provide documentation of real-world effect sizes, for a population of digital behavioral health users with depression. In doing so, we facilitate benchmarking across different behavioral health management strategies. By choosing to calculate effect size, the methodological sophistication is moved beyond a vague estimate of “does the intervention work?” to a standardized and well-accepted statistical model for understanding “how well does the intervention work?” [19].

Digital behavioral health platforms have significantly increased access to care and thus warrant empirical evaluation as to their effectiveness with respect to impacting the spectrum of symptom severity. myStrength was found to have a moderate to large effect on reducing depression symptom burden, with the greatest effect found among users for whom treatment would most likely be needed to manage their symptoms. By further-segmenting the study population to hone in on those with clinical depression, we were able to show a marked increase in effect size correlating with increased symptom severity. Platforms deemed to have moderate to large effect sizes have the potential to positively impact the societal burden of depression [20].

In addition to demonstrating the robust effectiveness of myStrength, this research also accomplished the secondary goal of identifying the inflection point at which the greatest magnitude of change occurs. Having the ability to substantially reduce the duration of a depressive episode can have far-reaching ramifications in terms of quality of life, workplace productivity, and the likelihood of experiencing a future episode [3]. These real-world findings offer another proof point demonstrating myStrength’s rapid improvement in depression symptom burden [15].

To leverage the benchmarking value of effect size and to put these findings into perspective, comparisons to the literature for alternative behavioral health treatments, such as psychotherapy and antidepressant medication, can be made. As noted in his groundbreaking meta-analysis, Wampold found that psychotherapy has a large effect size of 0.8 [16]. The myStrength intervention is 82.5% (0.66/0.8) as effective as psychotherapy for adults experiencing symptoms of depression. A more recent meta-analysis of 11 high-quality randomized controlled trials found that the psychotherapy effect size may be grossly overstated in the literature and more accurately estimated to be a much smaller effect size (d=0.22) [21]. In either case, digital tools would seem to be worth analyzing within the research literature alongside traditional care to understand whether this is an effective modality.

Similarly, myStrength effect size findings can be compared to the literature on antidepressant medication. The clinical depression population identified in this research study includes individuals who would likely be offered antidepressant medication to manage more severe symptoms, and thus makes for a more “apples to apples” comparison to antidepressant medication effectiveness. The psychopharmacology literature spans the continuum of touting the relative favorability of antidepressant medication for moderate (d = 0.53) and severe depression (d = 0.81) to negating those more-robust findings as being overstated and highly-biased (d = 0.3) [22-25]. Some research even suggests that the effect size for antidepressant medication is largely driven by the placebo effect [26]. Therefore, a clear point of comparison with the myStrength results is difficult to establish. While antidepressant medication has its place for adults dealing with significant symptom burden, this work suggests that enhancing treatment with a digital program may help to bring immediate relief.

Digital behavioral health tools such as myStrength increase access to evidence-based self-care resources without the often-associated stigma. In this technological age when new digital tools are constantly being developed, it is even more important to demonstrate the real-world performance of these programs as compared to other treatment alternatives. Digital tools deemed to have robust clinical efficacy which can be observed on the population-level have the potential to revolutionize the way behavioral health care is delivered.
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